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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE EMPOWERMENT OF PERSONS
WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
 (Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India)

Manovikas Nagar, Secunderabad

 NIEPID/Pur.10(04)/2020/                                                         
 
 
 
 
 

Sir, 
    
 Sub: Quotation for Supply of Teaching Learning Materials
                                       

  You are requested to submit your offer as per our specification and terms and conditions as mentioned below:

 

Sl.No 

 

Name of the items 

Description / 

Specification of 

items 

 Body parts puzzles  Wood 

1. Vegetables: model  Wood/ plastic 

2. Fruits: Model  Wood/ plastic 

3. Pre writing pattern  Wood  

4. English alphabets tray- 

upper case 

Wood 

5. English alphabets tray- 

lower case 

Wood 

6. Shapes board Wood  

7. Build a tower : big 

circle 

wood 

8. Build a tower : big 

square 

wood 

9. Build tower -  stacking 

cubes   

Wood  

10. Animal puzzles (wild 

& domestic) 

Wood 

11. Telugu alphabets flash 

cards 

Thick paper 

material 

12. English alphabets flash 

cards 

Thick paper 

material 

13. 3 pieces of puzzles  Wood & card 

board 

14. Wooden beeds: large 

size 

Wood 
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Supply of Teaching Learning Materials- reg. 

You are requested to submit your offer as per our specification and terms and conditions as mentioned below:
Specifications  

Quanti

ty 

A wooden puzzle with human figure with detachable 
body parts as shown in the picture with knobs on top 
to pull and fix.  The knobs should be placed at the 
corners so as not to disfigure the objectSize:14”X9” 

3 sets

9 piece in a packet 3 sets
9 piece in a packet  3 sets
Soft wooden plank non-toxic (washable material) with 
spaces to fit 4 soft wood in shapes of circle, square, 
triangle and rectangle in space corresponding on the 
plank in single piece (The shapes to be in single piece 
only) 
To be sealed in pouch 
Size- 8 “ X  2” Puzzles- 1 inch to 1 ½ inch 
Hollow – ½” and raised ½” 

1 set

Wooden cubes (26 no) with smooth finish and light 
weight of 1 inch width and length with capital 
alphabets printed on the cube with corresponding 
picture on other side of the same cube. To be sealed 
in plastic box. 

3 sets

wooden puzzle includes a tray with 26 alphabets 
(lower case )with big knobs that are attached to each 
alphabet 

3 sets

circles, rectangles, triangles, and squares 3 sets

Pyramid Rings: 
A non toxic (washable) plastic toy, containing a flat 
circular base with 4 inches circumference and vertical 
tubular pillar fixed on top of the base from centre with 
circumference of ½ inch and 10 inches long. 
9 non toxic (washable) plastic rings graded in sizes, 
with 5 inches to 1 inch circumference (as shown in the 
picture) with hollow inside. 

3 sets

10 colorful pieces 3 sets

6 colorful pieces 3 sets

8 pieces Puzzles (4 wild and 4 domestic animals) 2 Sets

54 alphabets 2 sets

26 alphabets 3 sets

Animals/ frits/ vegetables 5 sets

Colours: red, Green, Yellow, Blue 4 sets
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You are requested to submit your offer as per our specification and terms and conditions as mentioned below: 

Quanti

 

Rate GST Total 

Amount 

3 sets    

3 sets    

3 sets    

1 set    

3 sets    

3 sets    

3 sets    

3 sets    

3 sets    

3 sets    

2 Sets    

2 sets    

3 sets    

5 sets    

4 sets    



15. Beeds: small size Wood/ plastic, 

multi colours 

Colours: red, Green, Yellow, Blue 4 sets    

16. Shape beeds Wood/ plastic Colours: red, Green, Yellow, Blue 4 sets    

17. Count & match insert 

puzzles 

Wood 2 sets of wooden tablets with Nos. on one set and 
corresponding number of dots on other sets 
Size of the shoe shaped sole:7.5”X3” 

1 set    

18. Model clock Wood, manual Wooden clock with movable hands for hours (longer 
hand) and minutes (shorter hand) and rubber stamps 
in shape of clock dial in 3 types of shapes as in 
picture shown (round, square and oval). Also provide 
one small stamp pad for putting the impression of 
clock shape rubber stamps. 
Wooden clock circular shape with circumference-9” 
Rubber stamps – 2” sides in square shape, 2” in oval 
shape and 2” circumference in round shape. 
Wooden stand for mounting the clock-4” 
circumference X 1” thickness 
Worksheet-9 sheets of A4 size with set of 3 sheets for 
each shape (3 sheets with round shaped dails, 3 
sheets with square shaped dails, 3 sheets with oval 
shaped dails). 

1 no    

19. Tracing set: Telugu 

alphabets 

Wood 1 Board with 54 alphabets& 2 Dummy Pencils 2 sets    

20. Tracing set: English 

alphabets - upper case   

Wood   Board with 26 alphabets& 2 
Dummy Pencils 

2 sets    

21. Tracing set: English 

alphabets - lower case   

Wood  1 Board with 26 alphabets& 2 
Dummy Pencils 

2 sets    

22. Buttoning frame  Wood with 

cloths 

Frame made from cotton cloth material with five large 
buttons. 

2 sets    

23. Good habits flash card Card board 4x6 size 2 sets    

24. Birds: puzzles Wood  8 Birds puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. Birds 
selected can represent common Birds. 
Size: 14” x 9” 

2 sets    

25. Birds: flash card Card board 4x6 size 2 sets    

26. Vehicle: puzzles  Wood  8 Vehicle puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. 
Vehicle selected can represent common Vehicle. 
Size: 14” x 9” 

2 sets    

27. Vehicle: flash card  Card board 4x6 size 2 sets    

28. Fruits: puzzles   Wood  8 Fruits puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. Fruits 
selected can represent common Fruits. 
Size: 14” x 9” 

3 sets    

29. Fruits : flash card  Card board 4x6 size 3 sets    

30. Flowers: puzzles  Wood  8 Flower puzzles on a soft wooden board plank. 
Flowers selected can represent common flowers. 
Size: 14” x 9” 

2 sets    

31. Flowers : flash card  Card board 4x6 size 3 sets    

32. Shape board Magnetic Geometric 5 shape  puzzle board 2 no    

33. Sponge stamping Wood/ plastics 
With different shapes 

3 sets    

34. Hammer peg Wood  6 pegs fit through their respective holes in a colorful update 4 set    

35. Rainbow link  Wood With Multi colours 1 set    

36. Numbers puzzles Wood  Size as in PR-I 1 set    

37. Numbers : flash card  Card board 2 sets of wooden single digit numbers from serial 
number (0 to 9), plus four types of symbol (+, -, x, =) 
cards Size: 2”X2” 

3 sets    

38. First aid box  Cotton, scissors, bandage, dettol 3 sets    

39. Story telling flash card Card board Size as in SEC/PV 5 set    

40. Geo board (49 geo 

pins) 

Wood  Math manipulative Montessori toy board made out of 

maple with a bunch of rubber bands (assorted sizes and 

lengths) 

1 set    

41. Lacing animal / shape 

skill set 

wood 
such as elephant, rabbit, lion, duck 

4 sets    

42. Learn (N )count(rings 

=1 to 10) 

wood 2 sets of wooden tablets with Nos. on one set and 
corresponding number of dots on other sets 
Size of the shoe shaped sole:7.5”X3” 

2 sets    

43. Spindle box wood A set of 2 partitioned trays with decreasing height. The 10 

compartments have the numerals 0 to 9 printed on them. 

Each compartment contains as many spindles as the 

numeral printed on it 

3 sets    

44. Jumbo crayons Wax crayons Multi colours 5 sets    



45. Rolling pins Wood Wooden rolling pins with four different rolling surfaces to 

create unusual texture 
2 sets    

46. Movable number set Wood, magnetic  Long wooden box with ten compartments numbered 0 

through 9 
2 sets    

47. Jigsaw day puzzle Wood 02 wooden puzzles with one having names of 7 week 
days and one having 12 months names printed and 
arranged sequentially. (When the puzzle pieces are 
assembled in sequence in correspondence with week 
days and months sequentially, the assembled puzzle 
resembles a figure of a joker/bus/Train etc) 
Board size : 8” x 12” 

1 set    

48. Magnetic fish  Wood  Includes motorized spinning game board, 4 non-
magnetic fishing poles and 21 fish. 

3 sets    

49. Magic clay Therapeutic  Very soft ,light weight, easily moldable with  30% less 
weight and more volume .This magic clay is air dry 

3 sets    

50. Toys Boy & girl 2 Good non-toxic plastic doll plastic / rubber dolls 
having shapes of 1 female and 1 male figure 
(3/4 ft each). 
These dolls should have hands and legs (with hairs in 
black) 

3 sets    

51.  Pre-school series    

1. My first book of 

birds 

2. My first book of 

animals 

3. My first book of 

vegetables 

4. My first book of 

numbers 

5. My first book of 

fruits 

books  1 set    

52. Books: Nursery 

(number book, 

English, story, rhymes, 

workbooks) 

Books   2 sets    

53. Books: LKG (full set 

including workbooks) 

Books  Work books for nursery level with content on common 
items in regular use and objects used in daily use . 

Ex: Common objects in household, vegetables, fruits, 
vehicles, animals /birds, numbers etc 

English reader LKG- 74 pages with pictures and text 
in multi color 

English workbook-96 pages with pictures and text in 
multi color 

A4 Size(W: 8.25  H: 11.75) 

2 sets    

54. Books: UKG (full set 

including workbooks) 

Books Language books are used for additional practice at 
home to learn basic concepts of language and 

numbers at UKG level. 
Content: Number book consisting of numbers from  1-

100 
Pages: Inner 32 pages with pictures and text in multi 

color.  Outer 04 pages with multi color 
Size: 28X22 cm 

Content: Language book to promote reading. 
Consists of 7 stories. 

Pages: Inner 40 pages with pictures and text in multi 
color.  Outer 04 pages with multi color 

Size: 24X18.5cm 

2 sets    

55. Alphabets English tree  Wooden puzzle in shape of tree with detachable parts 
(approximately 20 pieces) 

Each piece of puzzle must be painted in bright 
contrast colors and show alphabets from a to z in 

sequential order when assembled 
Board Size: 18”X8” 
Thickness: 10mm 

3 sets    

56. Puppets  A set of 3 soft toys stuffed with cotton / sponge / foam 
/ cut pieces of cloth with secured lining of thick felt / 

satin / casement cloth: 
a. A soft puppet shaped as animal 

b. A soft puppet shaped as human figure 
c. A snake shaped long soft toy with length of 2 ft  

long with tapering thickness from head to tail 
(2 inches to half inch) 

3 sets    

 
  



 
Terms & Conditions 

 
1. The price quoted should be inclusive of all taxes. 
2. Delivery should be made by you free of cartage at this Institute.  
3. The material should conform to the specification given. 
4. The supply should be completed within 30 days. 
5. Material should be in good condition. 
6. All the new firms should submit their copies of previous three similar work orders and copy of the firm 

registration details. 
7. GST registration number 
8. Quotation should be computerized and not hand written.  
9. No advance payment will be made. However, the payment will be m ade after completion of the work and 

receipt of material to our satisfaction. 
10.   The decision of competent authority is final to accept or reject the quotation. 
11. GST/IT TDS will be deducted as per rules. 

 
      Your quotation should be addressed to The Director, NIEPID Secunderabad.  The quotation shall reach 

the Director, NIEPID, Manovikas Nagar, Secunderabad - 500 009 latest by 02.03.2020  in a sealed cover 

superscribed as Quotation for Supply of Teaching Learning Materials.  The sealed cover without 

superscribing will be rejected. The quotation received after 03.03.2020 will not be considered. 

                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                             
Yours faithfully, 

                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                        Sd/- 
 
 

Office Superintendent 
 

 
 


